
 Creating Radical
Communities of
Care: Practical,

Difficult and
Loving Dialogues 



Thank you to all the healers,
counselors, peer support leaders,

teachers, creators present.



A moment to
imagine:

What's your
most radical

& loving
vision of care
in this world?



Things I am Learning about Radical Care:
 

 Care in organization building & Management
 care in supporting Black folks in programs

Care in being a visible voice in the field 





Radical Care in Building Mental
Health Programs for Black People













Radical Care in Organization
Building and Management



“Martyr Nurturing is a caring style
that centers the desecration and
denial of self as a mechanism for
both supporting and maintaining
control over others.” - Yolo Akili

 

The end of Martyr
Nurturing







Primary practices:
 

Denigrating, denying and minimizing self in the
service of others 

 
Building  somatic, psychic, and emotional resentment

through lack of boundaries (always saying yes) 
 

Using nurturing as a means of control and a method
to avoid the vulnerability of being cared for. 

 
Trying to “rescue” others instead of supporting them

in their learning process.



Healing Centered Nurturing

Prioritizing personal needs as integral to livelihood and essential to being a
caregiver & human being (sleep, eating, psychological).

Ongoing engagement with the body and what it communicates to self. 

Nurturing others and self with firm boundaries and clear intentions.

Presence and awareness with how self is activated and actively practicing self-
management.

Supporting learning processes of others but not fostering dependence (enabling).

Primary practices:
 

 

 

 

 



Organizations- Reimagining The
Non Profit Industrial complex

Ending underpaid poverty creating non profit
organizations. 

Ending Board and Executive director violence
 

Transparent pay 
 



Radical Care in Being a Black Non
Binary leader in the field



Scarcity created by non profits and
capitalism, will impact how people
project or interprert your actions.
Our trauma as recognizable and

elevated voices will define a canon.
So doing our work must be a pivotal

part of the journey.



What is In your
Vision?


